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The fashion industry spends billions of dollars every year driving traffic to their
websites, yet over 72% of visitors who place items in their cart will leave before
completing their purchase.
SaleCycle uses behavioral data to enable fashion brands to create better
customer journeys online, optimizing conversion rates, recovering abandoned
sales and increasing customer lifetime value.
The end result? Increased online sales.

8% increase in online sales
The Lorna Jane Story.
The creative was a vital component
in ensuring the campaign’s success.
Stripping back the HTML the design
focuses on the products the customer
has abandoned whilst using a large

call-to-action button to ensure
plenty of clicks. The messaging plays
brilliantly on the motivating nature of
the brand along with a gentle push to
encourage the customer to purchase.

“We know that much like going to the gym, sometimes our customers
need an extra little nudge... Our abandoned basket emails do exactly
that. I couldn’t recommend SaleCycle more.”
Sam Zivot, Digital Strategist at Lorna Jane

10% increase in average order value
The Nautica Story.
Nautica partnered with SaleCycle
to develop a multi-touch email
remarketing campaign. They quickly
turned to split testing to optimize
their cart abandonment campaign.
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With a combination of effective
email send times and strategically
placed email capture throughout their
site, Nautica’s campaign has been
remarkably successful!

“The great thing about SaleCycle is not only the ability to customize
every aspect of our remarketing emails, but their proactive approach to
helping optimize our campaign and checkout process as a whole.”
Erin Healey, Senior Ecommerce Manager at Nautica

34% of clicks lead to a conversion
The Reiss Story.
Using information gathered while

send different email creative to each

visitors are online, such as the
products they’re interested in, where
they’re from, and even their gender,
Reiss use dynamic segmentation to

visitor. The creative boasts full product
personalisation, clear call-to-actions
and strong brand imagery – all with a
gentle customer service tone.

““At Reiss we pride our business on great customer experiences. Working
with SaleCycle has not only improved our numbers, but it has improved
the overall customer experience in the process.”
Giedre Guntulionyte, Customer Acquisition Manager at Reiss

66% increase in customer acquisition
The Oakley Story.
Oakley came to SaleCycle looking
curb cart abandonment and increase
the size of their database. As customer
acquisition and retention is a vital part
of their online strategy, an on-site

message is used to prompt visitors
who are further into their buying
journey for their email. Its success
has also resulted in the ability to send
more email remarketing messages.

“Here at Oakley, we partner with companies who are constantly
innovating, pushing the envelope and obsessing over the details.
That’s why we chose SaleCycle.”
Ryan Porte, Consumer Experience Analyst at Oakley

4.1% conversion from send rate
The Anthropologie Story.
Email marketing is all about getting
the right message to the right person
at the right time. Anthropologie’s
email campaign is a great example
of putting the customer first. By

implementing dynamic segmentation
in their remarketing email creative,
Anthropologie are able to tailor the
imagery and messaging based on the
basket contents abandoned.

“This campaign has increased our online revenue and significantly improved
the overall customer journey. I would confidently recommend SaleCycle to
anyone looking to optimize online sales and the customer experience.”
Sophie Kemp, Senior CRM Executive at Anthropologie

#AskOurClients
Impartial Revoo Reviews
“Really good service, lots of help through set-up process. Good account team
who picked up queries quickly and always provided an answer / solution. Weekly
reporting which was clear and well presented by team.”

“Excellent service, adds great value to our business.”

“The SaleCycle team have been great to work with and I have been really pleased
with the performance of the campaigns.”

marketing@salecycle.com

